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No Child Still left Unwrapped problems us to check out our children differently than we ever have before. To talk to
other kids or adults? Only if we knew how exactly to truly see them. Showing the "right" emotions?But what if nothing
at all is wrong with our children? And children today are facing more challenges than ever before before--social,
emotional, even spiritual challenges--yet society and our present educational system remain looking at our children
through the lens of an old paradigm that honors intellectual presents and physical talents, most of all.. Many of us
(parents, educators, professionals), we focus on outside forces and circumstances. Even more children today are being
identified as having developmental delays, anxiety disorders, and social psychological issues than ever before.. Do you
worry that life is going to be hard for this child. What if our kids are simply more sensitive, intuitive, empathic, linked to
their own inner worlds? What if our highly sensitive children will be the greatest gift to our world, if only we would
unwrap their presents?Our kids are not broken. Our kids have a beautiful present of resilience and empathy. To control
their highly sensitive feelings? forever? We so conveniently get wrapped up in seeing only a sensitive child, a learning
disability, a sensory digesting disorder, a social stress and anxiety, or simply a tendency to be a bit different.Do you
know a kid who struggles to pay attention? Our society is founded on an old paradigm that's no much longer serving our
kids and youth of today. It's time for us to help our children discover their unique awesomeness because every kid exists
with beautiful gifts that are meant to be unwrapped and shared with the world.
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 Just like them, and accept them for who they are and for the presents they bring to this world. A Must Browse! It helped
my understanding for some of the reasons why people are who they are and provides a practical explanation for certain
behavioral responses. It teaches adults how exactly to process the aspects of individuality, instead of placing, and
sometimes stuffing, people into neat, albeit inappropriate, boxes. I am not happy with our current government but have
an improved understanding of why are where we have been today. It is a terrific direct in helping one person understand
and worth the initial individuality of another person..As I go through this I immediately considered gifting it to all of the
new parents inside our family. How useful this is to a parent, looking for ways to interpret and develop their kid’s unique
strengths! This read also had me wanting to know how the world will be different (better) if this degree of understanding
was practiced even more.. "No Kid Left Unwrapped" taught me a lot about myself, each of my adult family members,
why they are the direction they are, and why specific behaviors happen within our dynamic—my family has always been
considered “eccentric” however now I am convinced they are merely interpreting sensory info individually, and that each
is “normal” in their own processing!Author Shelley Francis describes the whys of certain behaviors very clearly. She
unpacks issues, using a lot of real-life illustrations, as understandable physiological and psychological responses in
order that with knowing and clarity, comes hope and actions for the parents. The writer has done an amazing job of
helping us glimpse the beauty that lies in each young one. I just finished scanning this reserve on the Kindle app idea
Amazon. She is willing to consider areas of the Human being dimension that traditional source books don’t. This book is
invaluable for families with sensitive children.This book is dense with practical information so I am grateful that it
thoughtfully provides bulleted notes as “Key Messages” by the end of the each chapter for easy reference.That is a very
important addition to my personal library and belongs on the shelf right next to “Emotional Cleverness” by Daniel
Goldman! As a therapist, one extremely prominent theme of this book stood out to me; am a single adult with no
children which book was a great resource for me. That is a gem of a child-development book.. It will make a great gift to
my friends who are new moms hoping to aid, understand and partner making use of their child’s unique individuality.
Insightful book that "unwraps" how we can discover our inter senses A wonderful reserve for anyone that works with
children, has children, or is searching to get their very own hidden gifts. This book was just what I needed! As a pediatric
therapist, I frequently find myself explaining how a child's "deficits" hinder their functioning. Parents frequently seem
deflated, upset, puzzled. I REALLY LIKE how this book offers such a holistic, positive, and eye-opening stage of view-
every child has unique and special gifts - Let's celebrate them! I cannot wait to share this reserve with my the parents
of my special education students. It's accurate, society attempts to pidgeon hole kids into specific molds - but this
reserve helps adults to observe method beyond that. It's uplifting, spiritual, developmental, educational and inspiring.
Highly recommend! When we instruct ourselves as adults to nurture the development of a child with compassion and
like, anything is possible. What an unbelievable way to check out a kid’s potential to be great and succeed at anything.
Love a Child This Way! I loved this estimate from the book: "They are perfect exactly the way they're. I’ve under no
circumstances heard of unwrapping a child’s gifts nonetheless it makes so much feeling! Shelley Francis’ insight and
written term will pull you in, make you think, and open the eyes of your heart. Inspiring reserve about especially gifted
kids.I really believe in this publication and the writer! We all can benefit from this book because it also teaches us to
love the kid in ourselves therefore we can love the child in us all. Honoring the special gifts of every child This book is a
very important resource and guide for every parent. While every mother or father knows that the youngster is special,
not absolutely all will know to nurture and "unwrap" the unique gift that is unique with their child.I found it fascinating
how she considers and weighs the energy of the “inner senses” on behavior! And as we see with brand-new eyes, we see
the "Awe" that is within each child. Seeing points in new ways To any parents who sense their child has sensitivities also
to any parents who've what we currently consider typical kids, have a browse. A passionate and intellectual viewpoint.
Shelley Francis provides us a place to start to do this discussion. Finally, an uplifting and positive book for parents,
teachers, and therapists!! Illnesses and learning disorders could possibly be prevented if not cured with this process. A
very well crafted, inspirational and enlightening reserve. I really felt like I was viewing the globe through the authors
eye. A must read for anyone who works together with children. A much-needed paradigm change for parents, teachers,
therapists, and anyone interacting with kids. I had the opportunity to read this book. This publication is a resource if you



ask me as a community member, business owner, sister and relative. As a parent of a kid with challenges, that is a must-
read to get perspective and understanding in to the uniqueness and specialness of every child.and wow! It's a much
needed book for parents, teachers , therapists, and anyone who interacts with kids of today.! The truth that your child
isn't broken, and they need not be fixed.I appreciate the perspective this publication presents to everyone—not just
parents and teachers. The life span journey they are on is the perfect storm. It is not your job to fix them.Greater than a
Child Development Source;" This reserve helps us to shift perspective to unwrap a child's uniques gifts to allow them to
really thrive in the home, school, and culture while we as parents, educators, and advocates discover how awesome the
stunning kids of today truly are. Recommend this reserve as a resource for any parent, educator, therapist! Must read
for almost all parents, teachers and politician! She intelligently acknowledges its literal presence and how it may have
an impact on how physical senses respond. Although my children are actually grown, I came across "No Child Left
Unwrapped" very insightful in actually explaining my past learning experiences, that have been not all good. It appears
my inner sensors over power my external sensors. Now I am aware why. I believe this book should be a mandatory
reading for parents, teachers and politicians alike. I am buying this reserve to give to my daughters hoping that they as
well will benefit from this original insight while increasing there own children and hopefully encouraging the brand new
paradigm to shape our children of tomorrow be end up being better humans. Nonetheless it is MORE than a child-
development publication. I am hoping and pray I will see a change in that during my life time. I wish I could experienced
this understanding when I was still young. Most of us need help in coping with our very own "Perfect Storm"! WELL
DONE!! That is an evolved browse with modern and useful insights. We have to begin to think of education in new
methods. Shelley helps to open up your eyes to substitute possibilities and methods to nourish, instead of pigeon hole,
your kid’s uniqueness. A traditional education melded with a spiritual outlook gives insight, maybe, on how to TRULY see
your son or daughter for the first time. It really is an evolved read!.
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